
Worship and the Omicron Variant: A Plan for Going Forward from our Church Staff 
  
We have been watching our metro Atlanta Covid statistics closely. How wonderful it has been to 
gather for worship over these last months and to enjoy Christmas Eve in the sanctuary this year! 
Vaccinations have been able to decrease deaths due to the Delta variant significantly. 
  
The Omicron variant has thrown us a huge curve ball though, due to its being 10x the Delta strain in 
contagiousness. Metro Atlanta is still in the highest risk category of severe chance of infections. Only 
51% of the Metro area are fully vaccinated. As of this week, over 1 in three persons who take a test 
whose results are reported, test positive. (This does not include at home tests which show positive). 
  
Last week, over 15,500 NEW cases had been reported, but cases are now dropping slightly, though 
Metro Altanta remains at the highest level. ICU beds are at 87% capacity, placing the area in a 
critical state for emergency care. An average of 15 persons are dying every day due to Covid. Metro 
Atlanta is 76% more vulnerable that other U.S. metro areas! Though our infection rate is beginning 
to slightly trend downward, the death rate will take a while to go down, since the number of deaths 
lag behind the number of infections. 
  
Yet, there is good news for many. For those with three shots who also wear quality masks (not cloth 
ones alone) and maintain physical distance from those not in their regular social circles, the risk of 
severe illness is greatly reduced, and infection spread is less likely to occur. Thus we believe Grace 
Church can gather at minimal risks if we do the following: 
  
·        Please do not come to church if you have any slight symptoms, you have tested positive, or been 
around someone who then tested positive. Omicron can display the aspects of Delta (fever, sore 
throat, cough, congestion, hard to breath, fatigue, loss of smell or taste). It can also be like a 
common cold, or manifest no symptoms at all. 
·        Continue with masking indoors or when in outdoor crowds. 
·        Keep physical distance from those you do not regularly socialize with. 
·        If you are medically able, please get vaccinated and boosted. Studies now show that having had 
Covid does not produce the amount of antibodies that vaccines do. Though you may gain a little 
protection, it likely is not enough to fight off a severe infection that could hospitalize you, or worse. 
·        Record your in-person presence through Sunday School or using the connect card in the pew. 
This way we can notify those who have been present and minimize further spread. 
·        Continue to pray for our church in being a community of hope and healing, sa well as praying for 
all those who are sick with Covid, those who are immuno-compromised, and all who have lost family 
members to this virus. 
  
Thus, except for any weather glitches like this week, Grace Church will be open for in-person 
worship going forward, with the live-streamed service at 11 am, and posted online by 5 pm that day 
for later viewing at any time. If you do not feel at ease attending, do join us for the live-stream 
worship and the Community Chat afterwards, or Wednesday Morning Prayer by zoom which is a 
great way to connect with others from the safety of your home. 
  
Please feel free to contact Pastor Sara at pastor@graceonponce.org with any questions, 
comments or concerns. 
  
We are grateful for your support of our Church Staff during this past year and going forward! 
  
Pastors Chadwick, Yeojin, Dan and Sara and other staff Rolando, Roddie, Charlene and MaryLynn 
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